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5th edition - new French and international galleries
Since its first edition, the aim of the a ppr oc he salon has been to present
new forms of experimentation in the photographic medium, through the
discovery of singular artists from all horizons.
If each year the renewal of the selected artists is complete, I am happy to
welcome for this fifth edition a good number of French and international
galleries who sign their first participation, but also galleries faithful to the
salon.
All of them underline the richness of the current photographic scene,
through artists who demonstrate that photography is well established in the
contemporary art field.
A total of 15 artists, represented by 14 French and international galleries will be
exhibited, including a non-represented artist in the a ppr oc he sector.
The artist Camille Benarab-Lopez, represented by the young Galerie Chloé
Salgado, uses found images to give them a pictorial as well as a sculptural
form, thus exploring our relationship to the image, its temporality and its
flatness. Caroline Corbasson, represented by the Galerie L’inlassable, gives
new life to scientific documents from the astrophysics laboratory in Marseille,
removing them from their context. Mouna Saboni, a French-Moroccan
artist from Galerie 127, unveils a sort of archaeology of family photographs,
between reality and fiction; while Grégoire Eloy, a member of Tendance
Floue, remains faithful to his favourite projects linked to his immersions in the
natural environment and his photographic experiments in situ. Through her
experiments, the artist Sylvie Bonnot, accompanied by the Galerie Ségolène
Brossette questions the natural and industrial forms of landscape and space.
French-born Tamil photographer, colour painter and publisher Vasantha
Yogananthan, represented by The Photographers’ Gallery in London, presents
the latest instalment of his long-running project A Myth of Two Souls - through
documentary and other staged images, the artist uses a variety of techniques
including overpainted photography. Kim Boske, from the Amsterdam-based
Flatland Gallery, unveils a series of handmade photographic prints on washi
paper, dyed with natural indigo at the Awagami factory in Japan.

5th edition - new French and international galleries
In opposition to a gendered ideal, Alix Marie’s visceral and carnal photographic
sculptures, represented by the Italian Ncontemporary gallery, dialogue with
prints of body parts on silk.
Galerie Binome, which has been present at a pp roc he since the first edition,
will exhibit the staged and hybrid assemblages dear to the French artist
Laurent Millet. Antony Cairns, a London based artist represented by the
Galerie Intervalle, delves into the history of the digital era, recovers screens
from electronic readers where his photographs appear and imprisons them
in Plexiglas. Thanks to his conception of giant cameras that also allow him to
develop images in situ, the American artist John Chiara, represented by Galerie
Miranda, manipulates light as it passes through the lens.
The a pp roc he sector, which endeavours to invite one or more unrepresented
artist(s) each year, proposes a new form of experimentation, through an online
performance by the artist David Weber-Krebs. «The Guardians of Sleep,
Waking Afar», an adaptation of a piece the artist originally produced in 2017
for theatres, where the performance takes the form of a late night zoom call in
which an overstimulation of images leads to a shared sleep experience.
I would like to warmly thank Tatyana Franck (director of the Musée de
L’Elysée, Lausanne), Etienne Hatt (deputy editor-in-chief of Art Press),
Aurélia Marcadier (director of Photo Saint-Germain), Caroline Stein (head of
sponsorship and curator of the Neuflize OBC collection), and Raphaëlle Stopin
(director of the Centre photographique Rouen Normandie), for having signed
the curatorship of this fifth edition with me.
The complete list of participating artists and galleries will be unveiled at the
end of the month.
We look forward to seeing you at the Molière, 40 rue de Richelieu, in the first
arrondissement of Paris, from 12 to 14 November.
Emilia Genuardi

Founder & Director
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Camille Benarab-Lopez

Paravent 3 (réserve), 2021
Inkjet printing on adhesive film, cellular polycarbonate,
screen printing on fabric, plaster and silicone, plaster, steel
185 x 110 x 75 cm / 72,8 x 43,3 x 29,5 in
Unique piece
© Camille Benarab-Lopez / courtesy Galerie Chloé Salgado

Sylvie Bonnot

Atlas Aéroplis - Volume VII (Biface), 2018.
Observatoire de l’Espace (Cnes)
Photography in volume, silver gelatins from CNES archives repositioned on plaster sculptures
60 x 76 x 55 cm / 19,6 x 30 x 21,6 in
Unique piece
© Sylvie Bonnot / courtesy Ségolène Brossette Galerie
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Kim Boske

Amagoi No Taki # 1, 2018
Photography, handmade washipaper, dyed in natural indigo at
Awagami factory, Kamiyama, Tokushima, Japan
163,5 x 110,5 cm / 64,4 x 43,5 in, paper size
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
© Kim Boske / courtesy Flatland Gallery

Antony Cairns

TYO40_50, 2019
Inkjet on 30 cream with multi colour stripe computer punch cards
Negative
49,8 x 93,5 cm / 19,6 x 36,8 in
Unique piece
© Antony Cairns / Galerie Intervalle
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John Chiara

Tompau. at Pintér József u., Budapest, Hungary, 2019
Negative image on Fujiflex Crystal Archive
127 x 76 cm / 59 x 30 in
Signed and dated on verso
Unique piece
© John Chiara / Galerie Miranda

Caroline Corbasson and Andrea Montano

Pollen, 2021
39,8 x 30,4 cm / 15,6 x 12 in
Color argentic print
Unique piece
© Caroline Corbasson / courtesy Galerie L’inlassable
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Grégoire Eloy

Flash exposure of silver paper
110x200cm / 43,3 x 78,7 in, Forest of Courcerault, 2021.
Series «La parcelle», realized during the residency of Le
Champ des Impossibles 2020-2021.
© Grégoire Eloy / Tendance Floue

Alix Marie

Curtain Call, 2021
Photography on polyester silk
270 x 250 cm / 106 x 98,5 in
Edition of 3
© Alix Marie / Courtesy Ncontemporary
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Laurent Millet

Untitled #5, Cyanomètre, 2017
20 x 25 camera shot on paper negative, cyanotype and digital
print in carbon ink
70 x 40 cm / 27,5 x 15,7 in
Single print in an edition of 4 (+1 artist’s proof)
complete series of 12 plates - unique prints in an edition of 3
(+1 artist’s proof)
© Laurent Millet / Galerie Binome

Mouna Saboni

Ceux que nos yeux cherchent
© Mouna Saboni / courtesy Galerie 127
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Vasantha Yogananthan

An Ocean of Uncertainty
Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu, India, 2013
Black and white C-print hand-painted by Jaykumar Shankar
34 x 42 cm / 13,3 x 16,5 in
Edition of 7 + 1 AP
© Vasantha Yogananthan / Print Sales Gallery

David Weber-Krebs

Screen shot from online performance
The Guardians of Sleep - Waking Afar
© David Weber-Krebs / Secteur a ppr oc he

artistic direction

of the 5th edition

Director of the Musée de l’Elysée in Lausanne since March 2015, Tatyana Franck previously managed the Picasso
Archives in Geneva as well as important photographic collections, notably the David Douglas Duncan Fund.
She has curated numerous international exhibitions, including Jan Groover. Laboratory of Forms; Charlie Charlie
Chaplin. A Vision; Hybrids - The Body as Imaginary; The Beauty of Lines. Masterpieces from the collection Gilman
and Gonzales-Falla; Strangely Familiar. Views on Switzerland; Nicolas Savary. Conquistador; The Memory of the
future. Photographic Dialogue between Past, Present and Future; Picasso at Work. Through the Lens of David Douglas
Duncan; La Part Animale. Tatyana Franck is also the director of the publication «Collection - Musée de l’Elysée».
Musée de l’Elysée». Involved in the cultural policy of several renowned institutions, she holds numerous honorary
positions in Switzerland and abroad.

Art critic, Étienne Hatt is deputy editor-in-chief of Artpress magazine , where he is in charge of the monthly column
on photography and coordinated the special issue La Photographie, pratiques contemporaines (2019). He was coartistic director of the 2019 edition of the a ppr oc he salon and, recently, curated the Aurélie Pétrel. PVL exhibition
at the Parisian gallery Ceysson & Bénétière gallery in Paris. He is a member of the International Association of Art
Critics (Aica) and the College of Photography.
Emilia Genuardi is a specialist in contemporary photography. She is the founder and director of the a ppr oc he salon,
for which she co-signs the art direction every year alongside guest curator(s).
Since 2018, she has been running a ccr oc he, which is dedicated to the creation and production of cultural content,
including the a ppr oc he salon. Emilia is also a photography consultant, and teaches at the Paris College of Art.
Since 2021 she is on the board of the Swiss Life Foundation.

has a background in art history. After 6 years of experience in the gallery world, she co-founded
in 2013 the TEMPLE structure dedicated to emerging contemporary photography and publishing. In 2015, she took
over the management of the PhotoSaintGermain festival with Virginie Huet, which she has been running alone since
January 2020.

Aurélia Marcadier

artistic direction

of the 5th edition

Caroline Stein began her career as an art book editor and then as a cultural projects and partnerships manager for
the photographers’ collective Tendance Floue. She then joined Central Dupon Images laboratories, specialising in
professional photography, to strengthen cultural collaborations with a wide range of institutional actors. Since 2017,
Caroline Stein has been in charge of patronage and curator of the Corporate Collection of Banque Neuflize OBC.

is a curator and art critic, with a particular interest in contemporary photography.
Artistic director for photography at the Villa Noailles in Hyères until 2020, she is committed to promoting new
signatures within its international competition; a mission she is also pursuing while she is artistic advisor for the HSBC
prize in 2018.
Since 2015, she has been the director of the Rouen Normandy Photographic Centre and has developed a programme
combining exhibitions of young authors and historical figures, residencies and creation grants.
As an exhibition curator, she recently directed Manifesto, a retrospective of William Klein at the Telefonica
Foundation, Madrid and at La Pedrera, Barcelona.

Raphaëlle Stopin

Images: Tatyana Franck by © Jean Bernard Sieber | Emilia Genuardi by ©Marie-Sophie Leturq | Aurélia Marcardier by © Samuel Kirszenbaum
Caroline Stein by © Léopold Ridet

previous editions
2020-21

Curators : Emilia Genuardi / Elsa Janssen / Léa Chauvel-Lévy / Tristan Lund
Special edition dedicated to unique pieces.
16 artists/galleries + Prix Swiss Life à 4 mains
Vincent Ballard – Galerie Lumière des roses (fr) / Marco Barbon – Galerie Clémentine de la Féronnière (fr) / Filip
Berendt – Galerie l’étrangère (uk) / Katrien de Blauwer – Galerie Les filles du calvaire (fr) / Ellen Carey – Galerie
Miranda (fr) / Roger Catherineau – Les douches La galerie (fr) / Coraline de Chiara – Galerie Claire Gastaud (fr) /
Sylvain Couzinet-Jacques – Galerie C (ch+fr) / Thomas Devaux – Galerie Bertrand Grimont (fr) / Laurent Lafolie –
Galerie Binome (fr) / Claudia Larcher – Galerie 22,48m2 (fr) / Lucas Leffler – Galerie Intervalle (fr) / Le fétichiste –
christian berst art brut (fr) / Ken Matsubara – Galerie Eric Mouchet (fr) / Jean-Claude Ruggirello – Galerie Papillon
(fr) / Patrick Waterhouse – The Ravestijn Gallery (nl) / Edouard Taufenbach & Régis Campo, Prix Swiss Life à 4 mains

2019

Curators : Emilia Genuardi / Elsa Janssen / Etienne Hatt
12 artists/galleries - 3 artists a ppr oc he Sector
Cathryn Boch – Galerie Papillon (fr) / Anaïs Boudot – Galerie Binome (fr) / Jonny Briggs – Ncontemporary (it)
/ Lindsay Caldicott – Christian Berst Art Brut (fr) / My-Lan Hoang-Thuy – secteur a pp roc he / Éléonore False –
Secteur a ppr oc he / Benoit Jeannet – Galerie Eric Mouchet (fr) / Lebohang Kganye – AFRONOVA Gallery (za) /
Douglas Mandry – Bildhalle Gallery (CH) / Thomas Paquet – Galerie Thierry Bigaignon (fr) / Pugnaire & Raffini
– Ceysson & Bénétière (fr-lu-us) / Sébastien Reuzé – Meyer Zevil Art Project (fr) / Noé Sendas – MC2 Gallery (it) /
Laure Tiberghien – Galerie Lumière des roses (fr) / Dune Varela – Secteur a ppr oc he

2018

Curators : Emilia Genuardi / Elsa Janssen
12 artists/galleries – 2 artists a ppr oc he Sector
David De Beyter - Galerie Cédric Bacqueville (fr) / Juliana Borinski - Secteur a ppr oc he / Marie Clerel – Galerie
Binome (fr) / Marianne Csaky – Inda Gallery (hu) / Erik Dietman – Galerie Papillon (fr) / Bruno Fontana – Galerie des
petits carreaux (fr) / Emmanuelle Fructus – Un livre une image (fr) / Vittoria Gerardi – Galerie Thierry Bigaignon (fr)/
ALICE GUITTARD – Double V Galerie (fr) / Louis-Cyprien Rials – Galerie Eric Mouchet (fr) / Maya Rochat – Seen
Fifteen Gallery (uk) / Daniel Shea – Webber Gallery (uk) / Thomas Sauvin & Kensuke Koike – Secteur a ppr oc he /
Ruth Van Beek – The Ravestijn Gallery (nl)

2017

Curators : Emilia Genuardi / Léa Chauvel-Levy
13 artists/galleries – 1 artist a ppr oc he Sector
Ron Haselden – Galerie des petits carreaux (fr) / Guillaume Zuili – Galerie Clémentine de la Féronnière (fr) / Éric
Flogny – Galerie Cédric Bacqueville (fr) / Eva Stenram - The Ravestijn Gallery (nl) / Roman Moriceau – Galerie
Derouillon (fr) / Thomas Mailaender – Chez Mohamed Galerie (fr) / Aurélie Pétrel – Ceysson & Bénétière (fr-luus)/ Anouk Kruithof – Galerie Escougnou-Cetraro (fr) / Julien Mignot – Galerie Intervalle (fr) / Thomas Hauser –
Galerie Un-spaced (fr) / Bérénice Lefebvre – Galerie Eric Mouchet (fr) / Paul Créange – Secteur a ppr oc he / Edouard
Taufenbach – Galerie Binome (fr) / Raphaëlle Peria – Galerie Papillon (fr)

infos
12 - 14 November 2021 - Opening 11 November
Le Molière - 40 rue de Richelieu, Paris 1
approche.paris

Thursday 11 November 2021 – Opening

11am-9pm Opening by invitation only
Friday 12 November 2021

11am-1pm VIP, by invitation only
1-8pm Open to the public, upon reservation
Saturday 13 November 2021

11am-1pm VIP, by invitation only
1-9pm Open to the public, upon reservation
Sunday 14 November 2021

11am-1pm VIP, by invitation only
1-6pm Open to the public, upon reservation

David Weber-Krebs : Online performance «The Guardians of Sleep - Waking Afar»

> Wednesday 10, Thursday 11, Friday 12 and Saturday 13 November from 10 to 11pm

Reservations : approche.paris

from 15th October 2021
In accordance with the sanitary conditions, wearing a mask is mandatory
and a sanitary pass will be requested at the entrance
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